Year 2’s Term 1 Best Bits
We are now experts at making paper
aeroplanes. We now know how to make a
sturdy paper plane and also a boat that can
float for Paddington. Quite a few of us would
like to be engineers now!

We LOVED riding our bikes and scooters during
our ‘Wheelie Good Time’ event, we even tackled an
obstacle course! We started looking at how
wheels and axles work.
In Maths this term we have been practice writing out numbers to 100, showing
great perseverance even when we found it tricky. With lots of practice, we are
now becoming number ninjas with our addition. With Mrs Little, we have been
practicing our times tables and know are becoming mathematicians!
We really enjoyed our tour around Plymouth on
a double decker bus stopping of and seeing
Plymouths landmarks. We visited St Andrews
Church and PIETY Mosque and learnt about
how it is important to respect others culture
and beliefs.

We were able to meet real firefighters and ask
them all about their jobs. We learnt who to call
if we find a fire and how to keep ourselves
safe. Getting to see how we radiate heat on the
thermal camera was fun!
In English this term we have read stories about Paddington Bear, looking at
setting and character description and writing our own story about Paddington
visiting Plymouth and getting into mischief! We have also read Meerkat Mail and
learnt how to write letters and research different places around the world.
In Science this term, we have been
looking at different materials. We
discovered that gingerbread would not
make a good boat because it dissolved.
To find out what would make a good
boat, we investigated different materials
and then used this to design and create
our own boats!

